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… And hasn’t it gone fast?
With Christmas almost upon us, we here at LinkPlas would like to thank all of our fantastic
customers and suppliers for another great year of business, we wish you all a fabulous
Christmas and an even better New Year. Here’s to another excellent year in 2011.
LinkPlas have been very busy the past few months with a number of new projects, the
Young Enterprise Scheme (YES), the NZ Plastics Awards and we are now producing a funky
retro Jar. Happy reading...
Deryn French
Sales & Marketing
If you do not wish to receive the LinkPlas-ter please email: deryn@linkplas.com

YES, we did it again!
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“Quality in a service
or product is not what
you put into it. It is what
the client or customer
gets out of it.”
PETER DRUCKER

Having had a rewarding experience last
year, LinkPlas once again joined the North
Shore Young Enterprise Scheme as sponsors
and mentors. Managing Director, Steve
Morrison, had the privilege of again being
on the judging panel, “Not an easy task,”
says Morrison, “there were so many talented
teams with amazing business ideas, it was
hard to decide, but Excel Corporations and
their ‘Make a Million’ board game for children
was very clever and creative.”

Retro Jar
Well you have been
asking us for a ‘Jar’
for some time, so
here’s what we have
for you. A funky retro
style 200ml PET jar
and custom designed
LinkPlas cap. We can
deliver the cap wadded or unwadded.
Originally a custom design for Trelivings
Cosmetics, LinkPlas recently acquired the rights
to this jar. It’s great for cosmetic and body care
products or it would give similarly packaged
food products a point of difference on the
supermarket shelves.
The LinkPlas jar and cap are available in our
standard colour range or we can custom colour
match.
For more information on this or any other
products please call Deryn on 09 921 1661 or
browse our brand new website www.linkplas.com

Steve with ‘YES’ team Egnite, sponsored by LinkPlas Ltd

LinkPlas & Sistema
“Wave, Twist & Pop”
hits the top
LinkPlas are excited to announce that
our most recent packaging collaboration with
Sistema, the “Wave Bottle” and “Twist n Pop”
top have become award winners at the NZ
Plastics Design Awards.
Taking out Silver and the top award in the
Blow Moulding Category and Bronze in the
Consumer Products Category, LinkPlas and
Sistema are very proud of this achievement.
This is the second time LinkPlas have entered
the prestigious NZ Plastics Awards and the very
first time for Sistema.

(L-R): Brendan Lindsay–Sistema, Steve Morrison– Linkplas
and Allin Russell–Sistema. Front: Morris Watson–LinkPlas

